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Bentham est contraint par la manière dont il construit son concept de règle de droit de s’interroger sur la notion de pouvoir juridique. Comment une théorie juridique de type impérativiste peut-elle intégrer à son modèle de règle juridique des énoncés qui, loin d’imposer des obligations sous peine de sanction, confèrent la faculté de produire de nouvelles règles de droit ? En s’interrogeant de la sorte, Bentham soulève l’une des problématiques les plus débattues de la théorie juridique contemporaine. De manière remarquable, il est possible de reconstruire, à partir de ses écrits, toute la discussion actuelle. Il identifie à la fois les propositions qui ont cours, et les objections auxquelles elles s’exposent. Plus encore, il offre plusieurs orientations en vue de l’élaboration d’un concept de norme d’habilitation original. C’est ainsi une véritable théorie des concepts juridiques qu’il est possible d’entrevoir. Elle se fonde sur une thèse essentielle et incroyablement moderne : la relativité de l’ontologie juridique.

In a post-Philosophical culture it would be clear that that is all that philosophy can be. It cannot answer questions about the relation of the thought of our time – the descriptions it is using, the vocabularies it employs – to something which is not just some alternative vocabulary. So it is a study of the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the various ways of talking which our race has invented.


Introduction

In a previous paper, I compared Bentham and Austin’s positivisms. I showed that the difference between them mostly laid in their concepts of a law. The concepts of a law Bentham and Austin adopted drove them to very different positions as regards the possibility of a conceptualisation of legal powers. Whereas Austin’s « imperative » theory does not allow for such a discussion, Bentham’s « imperational » theory imposes him this reflection. Austin only admits that the sovereign and, in very restrictive conditions, the judges can create laws. On the contrary, according to Bentham, the sovereign, judges, administrators, individuals in their private relations also produce laws. Thus the necessity to explain how they can have such a « normative power » or, in Bentham’s terminology, « power of imperation ».

I suggested that the superiority of his positivism over his disciple’s could be explained by the fact that only did Bentham raise, thanks to his concepts, new questions and more fruitful enquiries. Now, I would like to substantiate my demonstration at a more specific level, namely by showing different aspects of Bentham’s relevance for the current debate about the concept of a legal power in contemporary legal literature. I will examine more specifically how Bentham apprehends the legal material that confers legal powers, in apparent opposition to the basic tenets of his concept of a law as a command.

---

144 This text is part of a revised version of a paper presented at the Congress of the International Society for Utilitarian Studies, in Lisbon, 11-13 April 2003.
Before studying Bentham’s reflection, one precision is necessary. I will make clear a very important distinction Bentham draws between a statute on the one hand, and a law, on the other hand. This distinction is nowadays quite common among legal scholars, who distinguish sharply between the legal disposition, appearing in a text, and the legal norm, which is the former’s directive signification for the behaviour of individuals. I assume Bentham’s distinction between the physical entity, the statute, and the intellectual one, the law, may be fruitfully read this way. In this section, I will then show some of the different readings Bentham offers of empowering dispositions, i.e. parts of statutes that, according to a prima facie reading or interpretation, do not seem to agree with Bentham’s construction of the concept of a law as a command. I thus focus on the ways in which Bentham intends to integrate those parts of statutes in his reading of the whole body of Law as an amount of laws.

I will first present the various readings of those dispositions offered by Bentham. I will then try to exemplify some ways in which we can make use of Bentham’s writings in the contemporary debate about power-conferring laws.

I. The Various Readings of Power-Conferring Dispositions in Bentham

In the modern literature regarding power-conferring rules, four main conceptions are usually distinguished, each of which has prestigious proponents. Curiously enough, Bentham elaborates, more or less clearly, each of the four main concepts currently in use nowadays. Even if they are not clearly adopted in his writings, they can all be reconstructed from them. I will present successively each of these four concepts, with some textual evidence of Bentham’s reflection on them. I will then try to explain how he can possibly hold such a variety of views as regards the concept of a legal power.


149 For the sake both of simplicity and of a theoretical opinion I cannot explain here (See M. Troper, Pour une théorie juridique de l’Etat, op. cit.), I disregard the question of customary law.
I.1. Exposition

1.1.1. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Incomplete Laws

According to the most widespread opinion, Bentham’s imperativism leads him to conceive of power-conferring dispositions as fragments of complete laws. This theory has been clearly proposed by Kelsen. According to him, norms enjoy a conditional structure, such as “If a, then b ought to be.” In his theory, power-conferring dispositions, such as constitutional law, are not norms, but only fragments of norms, which integrate the conditional clause of every complete norm. The power conferring constitutional disposition “The Parliament may enact laws” is only part of every complete law, the simplified scheme of which is “If a Parliament has been empowered to enact laws, if he has enacted a law imposing sanction s in circumstances ε, if a judge decides that individual i is in circumstances ε, then sanction s ought to be imposed.” In Kelsen’s words:

Certain norms of the constitution are frequently pointed out as legal norms which provide no sanction. […] To this argument it may be answered that these provisions are not complete legal norms. They determine – like all provisions concerning the creation of law – only a certain condition common to all valid legal norms. […] The norms that regulate the creation of law – and that is essentially what the system of norms we call the constitution does – are rather to be regarded as norms by which an element is determined which is common to all legal norms providing sanctions.

Such an opinion can be supported by two arguments in Bentham’s writings and in his command-theory of law.

First, laws that appear by adoption are “that of the legislator and the subordinate power-holder conjunctively, the legislator sketching out a sort of imperfect mandate which he leaves it to the subordinate power-holder to fill up.” Whereas laws by conception exist in actu as soon as the sovereign has acted, laws by adoption only exist in potentia until the act of the subordinate power-holder. Adoption allows to account for the existence of laws made by authorities, but also, in agreement with Bentham’s concept of a law, for the laws that are produced by the individuals, e.g. contracts or wills. On this subject, Bentham faces the very same problem as Kelsen:

---


A great book for example is written about wills [...]. It says a great deal about the nature of a will: about the sort of persons who are empowered to make them: about the cases in which these persons may and those in which they may not exercise that power: about the different sorts of wills when made: about the number of witnesses which must attest them: about the places where they must be registered: about the construction that is to be given them, and so on for evermore: all this while without intimating a syllable about punishment. Has punishment however no concern in this? If that were the case the whole affair would amount to nothing. In fact all this is of no further use than as it serves to fix the application of punishment: distinguishing the one person who would not be punished in case of his meddling with and using that thing in question, from the multitude of other persons [...] who would. [...] All this holds equally good with regard to what may be called the constitutional branch of the law, or that which concerns the designation of persons invested with public trusts, and of the powers they are invested with. Are you a king? a judge? or general? Then upon your commanding me to do so and so, in case of my not obeying I am liable to be punished for it.\footnote{Ibid., pp. 248-249.}

In a way similar to Kelsen's, Bentham restates these apparently non-imperative legal dispositions as fragments that are present in every genuine, i.e. prescriptive, law that mentions the term « will ». By no means can these « civil » or « constitutional » elements be considered as one law of their own.

Secondly, according to Bentham, the full amount of power of imperation in a given state breaks into shares. The legislature emanates general laws, exercising thus a « power of imperating de classibus », as opposed to a « power of imperation de singulis »\footnote{Ibid., pp. 91-92; Id., \textit{A General View of a Complete Code of Laws}, op. cit., p. 205.}. It behoves to other authorities to determine what belongs to the general classes to which rights and obligations are associated. For example, the legislator determines generally the powers, duties and rights of judges. But another authority is to appoint such or such individual as a judge. The association of these two types of powers is necessary, for neither could amount to the totality of the power of imperation. The first cannot determine the belonging of individuals to given classes\footnote{Ibid., pp. 82-83; H.L.A. Hart, « Bentham on Legal Powers », \textit{op. cit.}, p. 126; J. de Sousa E Brito, « Hart's Criticism of Bentham », \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 454-456; H. Kelsen \textit{Théorie générale des normes}, Fr. trans. O. Beaud, F. Malkani, Paris, P.U.F., coll. « Léviathan », 1996, pp. 39, 63-64, 404.}. The second cannot foresee future situations: only can they be foreseen in their species\footnote{Ibid., pp. 456; H. Kelsen, \textit{Bentham on Legal Powers}, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 347, 356, 357. Contra, see J. Bentham, \textit{An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation}, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 263-264 n. r4.}. Bentham calls the normative power of determining the belonging of a person, a thing, an act, a place or a time to a given class a « power of aggregation » or « assentive power » or « power of investment ». In a sense, the general law is incomplete from a practical point of view until the assentive power has been exercised\footnote{In his Lecture LV – Titles, Austin writes that the law cannot immediately confer nor impose rights and duties. It acts not upon determine persons, but only insofar as they belong to classes. He mentions Bentham’s reflections but prefers to keep the traditional terminology of « titles ». But he never elaborates on the power that may be conferred by investitive facts, especially when this fact is a declaration of will from an individual. See J. Austin, \textit{Lectures on Jurisprudence or the Philosophy of Positive Laws}, R. Campbells. (ed.), 12th impression, London, John Murray, 1913, pp. 347, 356, 357. Contra, see J. Bentham, \textit{An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation}, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 263-264 n. r4.}. It is precisely this fact that allows for the existence of a normative power: once again, the power-conferring disposition is only a fragment of a complete law.\footnote{Ibid., pp. 92.}

\textbf{1.1.2. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Indirectly Formulated Obligative Laws}

Some authors have proposed a reconstruction of power-conferring dispositions as indirectly formulated commands. A disposition empowering a given subject to enact some norms applicable to a given population would only amount to an indirect formulation of a command to
this population to obey the norms that are to be enacted by the empowered subject.\textsuperscript{162}

In some of his writings, Bentham proves to be aware of this possible reading of empowering dispositions\textsuperscript{163}. Thus he writes in \textit{Of Laws in General} that:

> It should be understood for example that a law which gives powers or authority of any kind exercisable over persons or over things that in the main are the property of other persons, adopts in effect all the acts of coercion that can be exercised by the persons in authority over the persons subjected to it without abuse of trust: and has therefore \textit{pro tanto} the effect of an obligatory provision. It is in this way that the law may incur the charge of tyranny merely by conferring powers: which indeed is the most formidable and vexatious kind of tyranny: and yet powers will upon this plan have been constituted, as may have been observed, rather by the exceptive, that is by the qualificative matter of the code than by the imperative\textsuperscript{164}.

More clearly, in his \textit{Principles of a Civil Code}, he explains:

> How confer upon me a right of command? By imposing upon a district, or a number of persons, the obligation to obey me\textsuperscript{165}.

In \textit{Of Laws in General} again, Bentham distinguishes two equivalent manners of giving orders to one’s servant:

> by saying to him, ‘Go and do so and so’, mentioning what: or by saying to him, ‘Go and do what Mr such-an-one bids you’. One of these ways is just as familiar as the other: the order you yourself give in the former case, is yours by conception: the order Mr such-an-one gives in the latter case is yours by adoption\textsuperscript{166}.

The power given to Mr such-a-one is no more than an obligation for the servant to obey the norms that Mr may happen to enact.

**I.1.3. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Permissive Laws**

The third understanding of empowering dispositions also enjoys a large audience\textsuperscript{167}.


\textsuperscript{164} J. Bentham, \textit{Of Laws in General, op. cit.}, p. 238 n. d. See also ibid., pp. 27-28.

\textsuperscript{165} J. Bentham, \textit{Principles of the Civil Code}, in Id., \textit{Selected Writings on Utilitarianism, op. cit.}, p. 313.

\textsuperscript{166} J. Bentham, \textit{Of Laws in General, op. cit.}, p. 21 n. e.

According to Bentham, some sorts of rights are created by permissions. Powers of imperation are considered as a sort of rights\textsuperscript{168}. So, it is possible to infer from this that power-conferring dispositions can be interpreted as permissive laws, directed to subordinate power holders so that they can enact the laws that the sovereign is in a disposition to adopt\textsuperscript{169}. Some of Bentham’s writings can be used as evidence of such a conception.

In *Of Laws in General* e.g., he writes that

As to the form or manner in which the adoption may be performed. We have already intimated that it may be done by permission: that is by a legislative permission: […] by a permission addressed in the first instance to the power-holder; a permission to issue the mandates which it is proposed to adopt\textsuperscript{170}.

As regards constitutional law, he says that:

The constitutional branch is chiefly employed in conferring, on particular classes of persons, powers, to be exercised for the good of the whole society, or of considerable parts of it, and prescribing duties to the persons invested with those powers.

The powers are principally constituted, in the first instance, by discursive or permissive laws, operating as exceptions to certain laws of the coercive or imperative kind. […] The duties are created by imperative laws, addressed to the persons on whom the powers are conferred\textsuperscript{171}.

### I.1.4. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Qualificatory Dispositions

A fourth conception of power-conferring dispositions regards them as constitutive rules\textsuperscript{172}.

---

\textsuperscript{168} J. Bentham, *Of Laws in General*, op. cit., pp. 84, 220 n. a.


\textsuperscript{171} J. Bentham, *An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation*, op. cit., p. 307. See also Anarchical Fallacies, in Id., *Selected Writings on Utilitarianism*, R. Harrison (ed.), Ware, Wordsworth Classics of World Literature, 2001, p. 410: « All coercive laws, therefore (that is, all laws but constitutional law, and laws repealing or modifying coercive laws,) and in particular all laws creative of liberty, are, as far as they go, abrogative of liberty. »

Contrary to regulative rules, constitutive rules do not regulate behaviours but rather create new states of affairs or new forms of behaviour\textsuperscript{173}. Due to the ontological unsafe assumptions of such theories that rely more or less explicitly on some magical beliefs\textsuperscript{174}, they do not seem able to meet Bentham’s strong nominalism and empiricism. But a somewhat sane version of this version has been proposed by a follower of Scandinavian realism, R. Hernández Marín. According to him, power-conferring dispositions are qualificatory dispositions, which qualify as «legal», «valid» or «correct» given dispositions\textsuperscript{175}. The utterances it so qualifies are those stemming from a given organ \(O\), according to procedure \(P\) and concerning matter \(M\)\textsuperscript{176}. The specificity of such dispositions is the linguistic level to which they belong. They bear upon legal utterances, thus being metalegal dispositions\textsuperscript{177}. As they qualify, they do not prescribe anything\textsuperscript{178}, so that one cannot speak of their efficacy nor imagine a «conforming» or «obeying» behaviour\textsuperscript{179}.

Although it seems somewhat less evident than the former conceptions, some writings by Bentham can be interpreted in that way. At a superficial level, one could remark that one of the many bifurcations that allow Bentham to break into parts the whole body of law insists in being metalegal dispositions. As they qualify, they do not prescribe anything\textsuperscript{180}, so that one cannot speak of their efficacy nor imagine a «conforming» or «obeying» behaviour. More important, long before legal theory talked about «metanorms» or took into account the variety of the legal language, Bentham had noticed that some legal dispositions could perfectly well refer not primarily to behaviours, but to the law itself\textsuperscript{181}. He also had noticed that many legal dispositions did not seem


\textsuperscript{176} R. Hernández Marín, Introducción a la teoría de la norma jurídica, op. cit., pp. 310, 334.


\textsuperscript{178} R. Hernández Marín, Teoría general del derecho y de la ciencia jurídica, op. cit., p. 164. See also Id., «Autoridad-Competencia», op. cit., p. 127; Id., Introducción a la teoría de la norma jurídica, op. cit., p. 310.

\textsuperscript{179} Id., Introducción a la teoría de la norma jurídica, op. cit., p. 314.

\textsuperscript{180} J. Bentham, Pannomial Fragments, op. cit., p. 216.

to prescribe any behaviour at all. Such is the case for what he calls expository and qualificative matter. E.g., the role of constitutional law is mainly that of conferring, on particular classes of persons, powers, to be exercised for the good of the whole society, or of considerable parts of it [...]. The parts which perform the function of indicating who the individuals are, who, in every case, shall be considered as belonging to those classes, have neither a permissive complexion, nor an imperative.\textsuperscript{182}

In such a case, the sovereign does not seem to be commanding, but rather describing under which conditions and which laws he will adopt. The same happens as regards the adoption of private conveyances. In terms not unsimilar to Hernández Marín’s, Bentham writes that

All that [the legislator] can do, and all that it is requisite he should do is to describe in general terms such as he thinks proper to adopt, and thereupon explicity or implicitly such others as he thinks proper not to adopt: in other words such as are deemed good or valid, and such as are to be deemed void\textsuperscript{183}.

Thus, Moreso’s reading of Bentham, according to which competence norms are expository provisions that attribute to some given persons the property of subordinate powers. These provisions are sometimes interpreted by Bentham as provisions that, by qualifying given persons as subordinate powers, qualify their dispositions as legal. [...] This interpretation appears where Bentham identifies the competence disposition and the preadopted law, and adds that the preadopted law is that which describes the empowered persons, the things, acts, places and times for which the power is conceded\textsuperscript{184}.

This power is especially of great avail in Bentham’s constitutional writings\textsuperscript{185}, for most of the powers that are present there are powers of location and dislocation, i.e., powers to qualify as belonging or not to a given class\textsuperscript{186}.


\textsuperscript{182} J. Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, op. cit., p. 307.

\textsuperscript{183} J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., p. 180.

\textsuperscript{184} J.J. Moreso, La teoria del derecho de Bentham, op. cit., p. 185. The author refers to J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., p. 26.

\textsuperscript{185} J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., p. 80.

isolated exception\(^{187}\), James’ conclusion according to which « Bentham implicitly denies a separate identity for power-conferring laws\(^{188}\) » seems to be correct, even though it disparages Bentham’s ability to deal thoroughly with power-conferring dispositions. One necessarily wonders how come that Bentham can possibly maintain such a plurality of perspectives, and whether it can be a sound position. This leads to examine some elements of Bentham’s theory of legal ontology.

**I.2. Some Elements of Bentham’s Theory of Legal Ontology**

Two distinct questions have to be answered. First, is the fact that Bentham simultaneously proposes a handful of readings of empowering dispositions evidence of an incoherence or hesitation on his part, or is it an element of an articulated doctrine? Secondly, in case it is regarded as a doctrine, is it a defendable one?

**I.2.1. The Elements of a Full Doctrine**

It appears first that the various individuations of empowering dispositions are by no means casual nor inadvertently present in Bentham. Indeed, he seems to be perfectly aware of the various ways in which legal matter may be (a) organised in statutes and (b) reconstructed, without its normative signification being altered. This is one of the grounds of his codification proposals or his plan for a digestion of the common law. For it necessarily presupposes the possibility of rationally rearranging the legal matter enacted by the legislators. Bentham acts precisely in this way, e.g., when he takes the example of a statute about stolen cattle and reduces it from 628 to 46 words\(^{189}\). For Bentham, the distinction between penal and civil law is not in the law itself but in the manner in which they are exposed\(^{190}\).

Concerning the ways in which a legal power of imperation can be conferred on subordinates, Bentham claims that the process of adoption can take many forms.

Next as to the form or manner in which the adoption may be performed. We have already intimated that it may be done by permission: that is by a legislative permission: but it may also be done by mandate, by a legislative mandate: by a permission addressed in the first instance to the power-holder; a permission to issue the mandates which it is proposed to adopt; or by a mandate addressed immediately to those whom it is meant to subject to his power; a mandate commanding them to obey such and such mandates whenever, if at all, he shall have thought fit to issue them.

This is perfectly clear evidence of Bentham’s consciousness of his proposing simultaneously various ways of individuation of laws. He continues:

> Whichever be the form, it comes exactly to the same thing: and the difference lies rather in the manner in which we may conceive the inclination of the sovereign to be expressed, than in the inclination itself\(^{191}\).

He admits that

---


This is one way among innumerable others in which as will be seen hereafter, the complete power of imperation or de-imperation may be broken into shares.  

For Bentham, nothing material is altered by the expression of the will of the sovereign that is chosen.  

Looking for a principle according to which he could define the unity of a law, Bentham writes:

By what circumstance determine the unity of the law? By the unity of the class of acts which it takes for its objects: by the unity of the offence.

But is this criterion satisfactory? Bentham immediately notes that

But classes of offences like any other classes of acts may be distinguished from one another ad infinitum.  […] taking this unity of the offence for the standard of unity in the law, the unity of a law is not naturally determinable. If determined then at all, it must be determined by some positive rule: and from whence should this rule be taken but from convenience.

Thus, one may conclude that Bentham is perfectly conscious of the various modes in which it is possible to organize the legal matter, and especially power-conferring dispositions. In his mind, there is no contradiction in this respect. But this is not to assume that such a doctrine is necessarily sound and useful from the point of view of legal theory.

I.2.2. Bentham’s Legal Ontological Relativity

Modern philosophy of science is dominated by « conventionalism », inherited from Poincaré and Duhem, as opposed to « realism ». According to realism, theories identify objects and processes that really exist, thus giving information on the true nature of the world. According to conventionalism, theories are decided by men, and are to serve as instruments to classify, predict and act upon phenomena. Their worth is to be measured by their usefulness. As a consequence, it has generally been acknowledged that ontologies bear a stipulative character. That means, in a nutshell, (a) that no description of reality can do without a previous mode of « cutting » into the mass of empirical events the pertinent elements; and (b) that this mode of breaking the world into parts is by no means necessarily imposed on anyone, but stems from a decision. For example, Quine writes that « If you take the total scattered portion of the spatiotemporal world that is made up of rabbits, and that which is made up of undetached rabbit parts, and that which is made up of rabbit stages, you come out with the same scattered portion of the world each of the three times. The only difference is how you slice it. » It is thus possible to deal with the same raw matter in three different ways. Three distinct descriptions, equally complete and true, are possible, according to the concept – rabbit or undetached rabbit part or rabbit stage – that has been adopted to deal with it.

In contemporary legal theory, the stipulative character of ontology is also commonly
admitted. Remarkably enough, Bentham seems to be aware of this fact, especially when he notes that the unity of a law is not naturally determinable. If determined then at all, it must be determined by some positive rule: and from whence should this rule be taken but from convenience.

That is the reason that can ground his admission of different modes of understanding power-conferring dispositions. Moreover, Bentham seems to suggest that the legal configuration resulting from any such choice can be understood, thanks to some kind of translation, from the point of view of another such choice. E.g., Bentham states that this is one way among innumerable others in which as will be seen hereafter, the complete power of imperation or de-imperatio may be broken into shares.

or that

the modes of expressing imperation [...] are indefinitely numerous. Of these many are indirect and have nothing of imperation upon the face of them.

That is the reason why I would like to surmise briefly and tentatively a parallel between Bentham’s reflection on the variety of the possible divisions of legal matter, especially relative to empowering dispositions, and Quine’s thesis of ontological relativity.

According to Quine, the choice of a given ontology in the empirical sciences is guided by, and can be evaluated from the point of view of, the search for a « real explanatory power » by which « we reduce the complexity of our stream of experience to a manageable conceptual simplicity. » He suggests that various theories can give an account of the same stock of sense data. They can be empirically equivalent, however different as far as their presuppositions are concerned. It is possible to change one’s ontology, that is to interpret a given ontology in terms of another, without changing the informational content.


200 J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., p. 26 n. h.

201 Ibid., pp. 178-179.


203 Ibid., p. 17; ibid., pp. 15-16: « Now how are we to adjudicate among rival ontologies? [...] Our acceptance of an ontology is, I think, similar in principle to our acceptance of a scientific theory, say a system of physics: we adopt, at least insofar as we are reasonable, the simplest conceptual scheme into which the disordered fragments of raw experience can be fitted and arranged. »


In the legal field, Bentham seems precisely to acknowledge a similar fact. The global presentation of the law offered by different individuations of the legal matter can be equivalent, however different their decisions as to the criteria and proceedings of the individuations. Just as theories are, in Quine, empirically determined, so is the presentation of the law determined by the same amount of empirical phenomena: the practices of legal actors. The only changing things are e.g. the internal structure of every law, the various types of laws admitted, the relations they have. As a consequence in Bentham’s legal theory, different codifications of the very same legal material are possible. Thus, the criterion that allows to choose between various possibilities of individuation of laws cannot be the quantity of information given, but only on the quality of the giving of this information. In Bentham’s codification perspective, the important thing will be the suggestive power of the legal writing that aims at guiding people’s behaviour, and the easiness with which it can be dealt with by the law’s addressees.

One explanation of Bentham’s plurality of understandings of power-conferring dispositions is what I would call his radical instrumentalism in the field of the individuation of laws. I believe this perspective can only be readily approved of. It shows that many divisions of the legal matter are possible, and that it is essentially a matter of positive choice and not of nature of things. This fact allows for critical spirit as to the conceptual choices that are made relatively to the individuation of laws. Being something chosen, the division of the legal matter is open to criticism, reform and progress. Bentham, both as a general jurisprudent and as a great codificator, shows that questions of individuation do not only happen at a theoretical, doctrinal level, e.g. when a scholar is trying to get a manageable presentation of a given legal matter, but also at the level of the legislation itself.

These perfectly sane assumptions about legal ontology allow Bentham to offer various concepts in order to understand empowering dispositions. Moreover, Bentham’s conceptual creativity proves to be perfectly sound, as he has in mind most of the concepts that are currently in use in legal theory, and constitute its basic apparatus.

Bentham’s stress on the decisions that are to be made here is one of the aspects of his disbelief in the existence of any natural or eternal or necessary form of the legal matter. But it is not situated at the linguistic level of the law itself, but on a metalinguistic level. This can be seen as another, epistemological, aspect of Bentham’s positivism.

A brief survey of Bentham’s reflection on the concept of a legal power proves much about his central place in legal theory. But this is not only to make a historical claim, showing how much Bentham foreshadowed, more cleverly than Austin, most of the basic tools of contemporary legal theory. This is most of all to suggest the usefulness of his reflection about a concept about which discussion is far from being peaceful in contemporary legal theory. The consciousness of the freedom as regards the individuation of the legal matter is only one of the many aspects of Bentham’s universal jurisprudence, but it is not a minor one. It allows first to restate the position of legal theory and to insist on its freedom as to the conceptual apparatus it builds for itself. It also invites new questions, namely, whether this apparatus is useful or not, i.e. whether it is possible to make use of Bentham’s writings in the contemporary debate.

II. Making Use of Bentham in the Contemporary Debate Regarding Power-Conferring Norms

Being a matter of choice, any individuation has to be justified and can be criticized. In the contemporary literature relative to competence norms, a handful of criticisms have become quite commonplace regarding each of the different readings of empowering dispositions. It is remarkable to note that Bentham was pretty conscious of most of those defects. When this is not perfectly clear from his writings, one can nevertheless reconstruct some basic insights that are useful in underscoring major defects in some particular legal theories. I will first examine successively the four main conceptions of empowering dispositions listed above and underline their shortcomings, through Bentham’s reflections. Accordingly, I do not expect to give a full account of those defects, but only of some of them that can be perceived through Bentham’s reflections and preoccupations\(^{210}\). I will then emphasize the fact that Bentham’s work is not only destructive, but also constructive.

I.1. Pars Destructivs: Criticisms of the Various Readings of Power-Conferring Dispositions

I.1.1. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Incomplete Laws

Regarding power-conferring dispositions as incomplete laws has various defects for legal scholars. Bentham is aware of the fact that individuating complete norms according to this pattern results in an enormous and complex «monster-norm\(^{211}\)». He even admits the impossibility of giving a complete example of such a law\(^{212}\). A law including each of the conditions for its validity is not a manageable whole, for any complete law necessarily includes an important part of the entire legal order, e.g. the most insignificant contract includes constitutional dispositions empowering Parliament, legislative dispositions empowering the individuals to pass contracts. Breaking the legal system in more manageable units seems necessary\(^{213}\). Moreover, every single complete law has in common with every other a great amount of its content. As a consequence, these huge complete norms are repetitive. No purpose can be served by such a formulation, and Bentham knows it\(^{214}\). He notes that

Of the expositive matter belonging to the law against wrongful occupation a great part belongs in common to the law correlative to the other offences against property\(^{215}\).

or

To consider the several laws separately without regard to the exigencies of the whole, without regard to the form into which it might be necessary to cast them, for the sake of the form which is requisite to be given to the whole, the natural course to take would seem to be as follows: to take each law by itself beginning suppose with the law against personal injuries, and under the head of that law to insert all the words whatsoever and how many soever they be which are


\(^{212}\) J. Bentham, *Of Laws in General*, op. cit., pp. 177, 179.


One has to notice a contradiction between such a proposal for the analysis of power-conferring dispositions and one of Bentham’s tenets. His will to individuate one law per class of legally-guided act is perfectly sound. That is why he is perfectly right in distinguishing two laws – one for the individual and one for the judge — where Kelsen would only – counter-intuitively – distinguish one single law, addressed to the organ. But conceiving empowering dispositions as fragments of norms runs counter this assumption. Indeed, the empowering disposition is addressed to an authority’s behaviour, and not to the behaviour of the final subject of the norms that are to be created. Then it seems necessary to individuate two (complete) laws and not to speak of « fragments » of norms.

Bentham had wisely noticed some of the difficulties of the fragment-reading of empowering dispositions:

To consider the several laws separately without regard to the exigencies of the whole, […] after a due attention paid to the several limitations and exceptions which the case requires, he would before he had got to the end of this single title have set down matter enough to fill a volume. […] If however after this it would be possible for him to muster up courage enough to go on with the next offence, he might be as much surprised perhaps another way: he would find that with the exception of a page or two he would have that same volume to write over again and insert under this second title. This being the case it would naturally enough occur to him, that there could be no use in inserting those same words twice, either to himself who was to write or to the people who were to read them: but that to both parties it would on the contrary be equally irksome and inconvenient.

216 J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., p. 197.
219 H.L.A Hart, The Concept of Law, op. cit., p. 41: « The reduction of rules conferring and defining legislative and judicial powers to statements of the conditions under which duties arise has, in the public sphere, a similar obscuring vice. Those who exercise these powers to make authoritative enactments and orders use theses rules in a form of purposive activity utterly different from performance of duty or submission to coercive control. »
this second title.\textsuperscript{220}

The distinction he drew between civil and penal law was aimed at avoiding the defects of redundancy and excessive unintelligible length in a sane codification proposal.\textsuperscript{221} It is more convenient to collect the elements that are common to several laws in an independent part of the complete code.\textsuperscript{222} Complete laws prescribe behaviours, i.e. create offences. Their common matter composes the civil code, while what is specific to each offence integrates the penal code.\textsuperscript{223}

\textbf{II.1.2. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Indirectly Formulated Obligative Laws}

Conceiving of empowering dispositions as indirectly formulated obligations also raises some difficulties.

First, if the competent authority does not use its competence, how is the obligation imposed on its subjects to be analysed? Is it really proper to say that they are obliged to anything? How is their behaviour to be guided? This very prescription seems to lack any prescriptive significance.\textsuperscript{224}

No fewer difficulties arise if the authority uses its competence, and gives some content to the subjects’ obligation. If it enacts a non-prescriptive disposition, i.e. a permission, a definition, or another empowerment, how is the obligation to obey to be understood? Doesn’t such a legal analysis seem absurd?\textsuperscript{225}

One could reply that any of those \textit{prima facie} non-prescriptive dispositions is to be properly reduced to prescriptions. And this is precisely what the proponents of such a doctrine do.\textsuperscript{226} But even if we accept such a charitable reading, new difficulties arise. If the competent authority actually emanates a prescription, the obligation to obey it imposed by the empowering disposition does not add anything.\textsuperscript{227} The new prescriptions prescribe for itself, without any need of another norm prescribing that it should be obeyed. The legal doctrine, when facing the violation of a legislative prescription will never consider that another, constitutional prescription

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{220} J. Bentham, \textit{Of Laws in General}, op. cit., p. 197.
\textsuperscript{222} J. Bentham, \textit{Of Laws in General}, op. cit., pp. 198, 200, 205.
\end{flushleft}
stating that the legislation should be obeyed, has also been violated. No one would consider that a burglar has violated two norms: the first empowering the legislator to make laws, the second prohibiting theft. At this point, it is to be noted that Bentham had understood this state of affairs. According to him, if one conceives of empowering dispositions as indirect prescriptions, the prescriptive norm enacted by the empowered authority is to be deemed «reiterative»228 of the sovereign’s command. Even if he did not precisely draw all the criticism that such a reading of empowering dispositions raises, he was quite aware of some of the consequences of such a position.

Such a conception also enjoys a justificative dimension. The appearance is that only the sovereign prescribes behaviour, for all the power he might delegate only means that he orders to obey other individuals. Then, the real role and decision of the subordinate are dissimulated. The subordinate thus finds in such a reading a powerful way of hiding and justifying his power. This doctrine also has the persuasive effect of apparently locating all normative power in the sovereign. It contributes to the dissimulation of the discretionary power that exists at every level where norms are produced. This runs counter to Bentham’s contribution to the uncovering of political and legal fallacies.

II.1.3. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Permissive Laws

Bentham does not seem to have been aware of the difficulties of this reading of power-conferring dispositions. In fact, the consequences of this reading have been a ground for very strong criticisms. Nevertheless, the very fact that those criticisms are well-grounded allows to highlight that Bentham has thoroughly inferred the consequences of this reading of empowering dispositions, which most of authors are reluctant to do. His writings thus allow us to understand the very defects of this conception.

In contemporary legal theory as well as in Bentham’s writings, the terms «permission» or «right» have been characterized as polysemic and fulfilling various functions229. Three main functions are generally attributed to permissive dispositions, each of which Bentham was aware of. They can limit or abrogate an obligative norm230. They can prevent the birth of an obligation, stating that the legislation should be obeyed, has also been violated. No one would consider that a burglar has violated two norms: the first empowering the legislator to make laws, the second prohibiting theft. At this point, it is to be noted that Bentham had understood this state of affairs. According to him, if one conceives of empowering dispositions as indirect prescriptions, the prescriptive norm enacted by the empowered authority is to be deemed «reiterative»228 of the sovereign’s command. Even if he did not precisely draw all the criticism that such a reading of empowering dispositions raises, he was quite aware of some of the consequences of such a position.

Such a conception also enjoys a justificative dimension. The appearance is that only the sovereign prescribes behaviour, for all the power he might delegate only means that he orders to obey other individuals. Then, the real role and decision of the subordinate are dissimulated. The subordinate thus finds in such a reading a powerful way of hiding and justifying his power. This doctrine also has the persuasive effect of apparently locating all normative power in the sovereign. It contributes to the dissimulation of the discretionary power that exists at every level where norms are produced. This runs counter to Bentham’s contribution to the uncovering of political and legal fallacies.
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In contemporary legal theory as well as in Bentham’s writings, the terms «permission» or «right» have been characterized as polysemic and fulfilling various functions229. Three main functions are generally attributed to permissive dispositions, each of which Bentham was aware of. They can limit or abrogate an obligative norm230. They can prevent the birth of an obligation, stating that the legislation should be obeyed, has also been violated. No one would consider that a burglar has violated two norms: the first empowering the legislator to make laws, the second prohibiting theft. At this point, it is to be noted that Bentham had understood this state of affairs. According to him, if one conceives of empowering dispositions as indirect prescriptions, the prescriptive norm enacted by the empowered authority is to be deemed «reiterative»228 of the sovereign’s command. Even if he did not precisely draw all the criticism that such a reading of empowering dispositions raises, he was quite aware of some of the consequences of such a position.

Such a conception also enjoys a justificative dimension. The appearance is that only the sovereign prescribes behaviour, for all the power he might delegate only means that he orders to obey other individuals. Then, the real role and decision of the subordinate are dissimulated. The subordinate thus finds in such a reading a powerful way of hiding and justifying his power. This doctrine also has the persuasive effect of apparently locating all normative power in the sovereign. It contributes to the dissimulation of the discretionary power that exists at every level where norms are produced. This runs counter to Bentham’s contribution to the uncovering of political and legal fallacies.

II.1.3. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Permissive Laws

Bentham does not seem to have been aware of the difficulties of this reading of power-conferring dispositions. In fact, the consequences of this reading have been a ground for very strong criticisms. Nevertheless, the very fact that those criticisms are well-grounded allows to highlight that Bentham has thoroughly inferred the consequences of this reading of empowering dispositions, which most of authors are reluctant to do. His writings thus allow us to understand the very defects of this conception.

In contemporary legal theory as well as in Bentham’s writings, the terms «permission» or «right» have been characterized as polysemic and fulfilling various functions229. Three main functions are generally attributed to permissive dispositions, each of which Bentham was aware of. They can limit or abrogate an obligative norm230. They can prevent the birth of an obligation,
i.e. limit the competence of an authority or prohibit it to establish some specific norms. More rarely, they are considered as useful to ascertain the normative status of some behaviours, or to remove doubts.

The ambiguity of permissive dispositions should make one careful about using the category of permissive norms to understand empowering dispositions. Moreover, there seems to be a considerable difference between permitting a given behaviour and empowering the creation of a given type of norm. Empowering dispositions govern a very specific type of behaviour, i.e. normative behaviour. This distinction is intuitively shared by many authors. It is not totally alien to Bentham, for he carefully distinguishes power of imperation, i.e. normative power, and power of contracction, i.e. strictly factual power. Nino writes that «It is necessary to distinguish permissive-rights or liberty-rights from power-rights by the fact that the latter do not merely allow a physical conduct but ascribe to it legal normative consequences – like obligations, or other rights and responsibilities, for the agent and other people». Anyone would agree that such a distinction is by no means irrelevant or unimportant for legal activities. Conceiving of empowering dispositions as a kind of permissive norms is very risky, for it involves some confusion between very different types of behaviours. That is not to say that empowering dispositions change the empowered individual’s capacity of action, nor that a given act now has a magic property of calling norms into existence. This is only to say that some behaviour have the
signification of a norm, whereas others do not. And this distinction is to be made from the point of view of legal theory.

In legal analysis, other difficulties arise if one is to adopt such a reading of empowering dispositions.

If the empowering disposition is interpreted as a permission, being permitted makes a norm valid. If a norm is invalid, that means that it is forbidden to enact it. As von Wright puts it, « the authority may issue norms of a certain kind, but must not issue norms of certain other kinds. It may be argued that norms, the issuing of which is not expressly permitted to the authority, are in fact forbidden to him to issue. » Bentham when proposing such a reading was perfectly consequent. Without resorting to the concept of validity, he very clearly stated « Take any mandate whatsoever, either it is of the number of those which he allows or it is not: there is no medium: if it is, it is his; by adoption at least, if not by original conception: if not, it is illegal, and the issuing it an offence. »

This consequence relies on a confusion between invalidity and illegality. Hart rightly criticized. Bentham has no doctrine of validity or voidability of laws. Austin also contemplates invalidity as a kind of sanction. But the respective consequences of disregarding a prescription and disregarding an empowering norm have nothing in common. Violating a norm of behaviour is to commit an offence, the consequence of which is a sanction, e.g. a term of prison or a sum of money. On the contrary, if an authority violates competence norms, no offence is committed: it simply fails to achieve the goal it was pursuing. The consequence is not a sanction, but a nullity, an invalidity. In legal practice, the distinction is very important, for the competent courts, the applicable procedures, the available arguments, the actors’ reasonings are different.

The permissivist thesis cannot understand some very frequent legal phenomena. It is not infrequent for an authority to have an obligation to exercise its power. E.g. State members of the European Union have an obligation to use their normative competences so as to transpose EU law, the French administrative authorities can perfectly have an obligation to make use of their normative power, e.g. so as to abrogate illegal administrative acts, or to take specified acts. But this cannot be accounted for by the permissivists. Whatever its definition, a permission is always conceived as opposed to an obligation or a prohibition. Then, a posterior obligation or prohibition seems to nullify a previous permission. But according to the law of many countries, an individual is competent to sell a stolen object, and in this case he produces a valid contract.

---


238 J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., p. 193.


240 I assume, however, that due to some of Of Laws in General's developments, an embryonic theory of the validity of law is present. See J. Bentham, Of Laws in General, op. cit., pp. 25-26, 180. The idea of validity also recurs in Bentham, so that Hart’s criticisms might be called in to question. I cannot focus on this point here.


243 See e.g. Conseil d'Etat Sect. 10 janvier 1930 Despujol, Rec. 30; Conseil d'Etat Ass. 3 février 1989 Compagnie Alitalia, Rec. 44.

244 See e.g. the obligation for a police authority to take the necessary measures for the good order Conseil d'Etat 23 octobre 1959, Doubllet, Rec. 540.
Nevertheless, such a behaviour is prohibited\textsuperscript{245}. One is to note that Bentham examines precisely this situation\textsuperscript{246}. The hypothesis of valid-forbidden normative acts is by no means rare or exotic\textsuperscript{247}. Conceiving empowerments as permissions cannot explain such situations, where the same act is both empowered – i.e. permitted – and forbidden. In the terms of this theory, this is a contradiction. Distinguishing the concepts of permission and empowerment would allow to understand such situations. It is necessary to distinguish on the one hand the empowering norm, and on the other hand the norms that regulate the exercise of this competence\textsuperscript{248} to assess precisely their legal consequences. Whereas failing to comply with the conditions for producing norms results in invalidity, failing to comply with an obligation or a prohibition results in a sanction or a responsibility\textsuperscript{249}.

II.1.4. Power-Conferring Dispositions as Qualificatory Dispositions

The main defect of such a conception is that it admits dispositions that do not regulate human behaviour but rather create or attribute properties. Moreover, it is most of the time ontologically compromised, for it is likely to hypostasise the qualifications, i.e. to disregard their purely fictional nature. Scandinavian realism has fought such confusion as, e.g. considering rights as things. It is not to be denied that legal current discourse speaks of rights, powers, obligations, as if they were things. But one is not to believe in those rhetoric devices that are aimed at justifying the ruling power and inducing obedience\textsuperscript{250}. Though his empiricism and his method of paraphrases should have prevented Bentham from such mistakes, he seems to be also vulnerable on this point, as regards the ontological consistency he gives to « status ». At once, Austin seems superior to him, for he is perfectly clear that legal status are nothing but sets of rights and obligations\textsuperscript{251}.

Be it by the remarks he makes or by the mistakes he commits, Bentham provides many conceptual insights that are of use if one is to underline the defects of current conceptions in legal theory. Nevertheless, this destructive power does not exhaust one’s interest in reading him.


\textsuperscript{246} J. Bentham, \textit{Of Law in General, op. cit.}, p. 280.


\textsuperscript{251} See J. Austin, \textit{Lectures on Jurisprudence or the Philosophy of Positive Laws, op. cit.}, pp. 354-355.
II.2. Pars Construens: Towards a Concept of Empowering Norm

Bentham’s critical power is by no means strictly destructive. His rigour is a model for analytical jurisprudence nowadays. But is that to say that there is nothing left of all those readings of competence dispositions? Not at all. A few strategies can be in order to use Bentham in a constructive way. I will first examine two of those strategies (a) (b), with respect to which two remarks are in order. First, I do not claim that these authors explicitly rely on Bentham: I just want to highlight that they are able to propose a way in which to use concepts that are present in Bentham. Second, my presentation of the thesis does not imply that I entirely approve of them as perfect tools for legal analysis. I will end suggesting what are according to me, some of Bentham’s insights that are to be of use in order to elaborate a specific and fruitful concept of power-conferring norm (c).

II.2.1. Guastini’s Thesis: the Variety of Rules on the Production of Rules

Resorting to analytical distinctions that are familiar to the Italian school, Guastini offers a strategy that allows to keep all the readings of empowering dispositions altogether, and to make use of them in legal analysis.

He criticizes the tendency to conceive of rules relative to the production of rules as forming a homogeneous class. He distinguishes several types of rules about the production of rules:

(a) Power conferring rules ascribe to a given subject a normative power to create a specific legal source.

(b) Procedural rules regulate the exercise of a normative power. They are behaviour rules directed to normative authorities and concerning enactment of rules.

(c) Competence rules define the scope of the normative power, the range of social relationships it can affect.

(d) Rules about the content of rules prescribe or prohibit given normative contents to a power-holder.

Guastini makes use of these distinctions in order to analyse different legal defects, which result in the invalidity or the inexistence of a given source of law or a given norm. I will not deal with this here, but I will examine his conception of each of those rules.

According to him, power-conferring rules fulfil two functions: (a) they ascribe a competence. They can thus be considered as permissive norms; (b) they lay down necessary conditions for the existence of a given source of law, and contribute to the definition of this very source. They can thus be considered as definitions, constitutive norms or qualifying norms.

Procedural rules are also commands that can be violated. But they also contribute to define the source.

According to him, it is also true that the citizens have an obligation to obey the norms that are enacted according to such norms.

Thus Guastini is able to dismiss the whole discussion about the character of competence norms, and to use the various readings of power-conferring dispositions that are present in Bentham so as to proceed to a precise dogmatic analysis of the positive law.

---
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II.2.2. MacCormick and Aguiló Regla’s Thesis: Resorting to the Concept of Praemiary Sanction

MacCormick and Aguiló Regla have both offered very important and very promising reflections concerning empowering norms. I would just like here to focus on a specific aspect of their proposals, namely, the link they establish between norms concerning the production of norms and the idea of a sanction. This link, resulting in a confusion of invalidity and illegality has been rightly criticized by Hart, but those two authors have another, astute, idea.

For MacCormick, people respecting the procedures laid down in order to produce norms achieve to secure a specific kind of sanction.

The substantial monopoly of force disposed by public officials in modern states makes it the case that a very significant reward is held out to those private persons who contemplate whether or not to make their transactions valid in law. The reward available is to have their transactions backed and enforced by those who have a substantial monopoly in the use of force. In a word, the reward for achieving legal validity, even at the price of burdensome formalities and heavy legal expenses, is a reasonably secure expectation that transactions will be honoured or sanctions exacted.\[259]\n
This exhibits the ‘sanction’ which attaches to the procedural and other prerequisites for the validity of contracts and voluntary obligations generally. The facility which the law offers is not the bare ability to undertake obligations, but the ability to undertake enforceable obligations. The price of this facility is the observance of the legal prerequisites in question. The case is a classic case of one of Bentham’s ‘praemiary’ sanctions – reward as a sanction.\[260]\n
Similarly, Aguiló Regla writes that:

Validity can be considered as a positive sanction, for it eventually results in the law coercively backing the empowered individual. […] Though nullity cannot be considered […] as a negative sanction, it can be regarded as the negation or the absence of a positive sanction, because nullity appears in the end as a negation to provide the coercion of the state.\[261]\n
This is no other than a praemiary sanction, of which Bentham had spoken. Bentham distinguishes two parts in a law, namely the directive and the incitative.\[262]\n
The various possible incitative parts of a law can be subdivided in comminative, i.e. where the motivation is to be furnished by punishment, and invitative, i.e. where the motivation relies on reward.\[263]\n
Once again, Bentham’s concepts prove useful in the contemporary debate about power-conferring norms. I want now to suggest in a very tentative way some guidelines that may be found in Bentham for the elaboration of an original concept of empowering norm.

II.2.3. Bentham’s Guidelines for the Elaboration of an Original Concept of Empowering norm

Even though he never explicitly admits of such a specific concept, I believe Bentham

---
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offers some clues towards the individuation of a specific concept of empowering norm. These clues or guidelines are the following, which leave much to the imagination of contemporary legal theory in order to build functional concepts of power-conferring norms:

(a) Laws guide behaviour and one law is to be distinguished for every class of guided behaviour.
(b) One is to get rid of fallacious ontological assumptions.
(c) One must carefully distinguish power of contrectation from power of imperation.
(d) Bentham insists on the role played by the will of the empowered subject and on the fact that power-conferring disposition guide the behaviour of legal actors.
(e) One can imagine different patterns of laws, so that it is by no means necessary for a law to be coercive. It can guide human behaviour relying on auxiliary sanctions \(^{264}\), such as the disposition to obey, which can be linked to the idea of legal validity.

I believe that the few guidelines I have mentioned, which are by no means the only ones to be found, allow to imagine a new concept of competence norm that would perfectly be understood as a norm properly so-called, i.e. a rule regulating behaviours, grounded on ontologically safe assumptions, discriminating sharply between different types of behaviours the signification of which is the creation of a norm and others. Such are some of the principles I have tried to use in a study on power-conferring norms \(^{265}\).

As an examination of his reflection on the concept of legal power proves, Bentham is very clear that legal concepts are by no means natural or necessary, but only the result of human decisions that are guided by considerations of, and assessable in terms of, utility. This is another aspect of his legal positivism at the metalinguistic levels.

The concepts Bentham constructs prove to be those that form the basis of the conceptual apparatus of legal theory. Underlying this fact may lead contemporary legal theory to a greater level of self-consciousness. Many of the concepts it uses are Bentham’s. I think, among very numerous other concepts, of the following: a law, a legal system, deontic logic, different classes of permissive norms, competence norms, the problematics of individuation, disposition \(v\) law, the classification of legal disciplines.

Apart from such a historical or genetic claim, grasping a full appreciation of the conceptual accuracy of most of Bentham’s reflections is a factor for the continued development and improving of universal expository jurisprudence and juristic reflection. Being aware of the many conceptual and epistemological choices that lawyers do is also one of the most important teachings of Bentham, which forces one to justify and discuss no less than the very tools of thought.
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